Phenotypic Analysis of Clinical Narratives Using Human Phenotype Ontology.
Phenotypes are defined as observable characteristics and clinical traits of diseases and organisms. As connectors between medical experimental findings and clinical practices, phenotypes play vital roles in translational medicine. To facilitate the translation between genotype and phenotype, Human Phenotype Ontology (HPO) was developed as a semantically computable vocabulary to capture phenotypic abnormalities found in human diseases discovered through biomedical research. The use of HPO in annotating phenotypic information in clinical practice remains unexplored. In this study, we investigated the use of HPO to annotate phenotypic information in clinical domain by leveraging a corpus of 12.8 million clinical notes created from 2010 to 2015 for 729 thousand patients at Mayo Clinic Rochester campus and assessed the distribution information of HPO terms in the corpus. We also analyzed the distributional difference of HPO terms among demographic groups. We further demonstrated the potential application of the annotated corpus to support knowledge discovery in precision medicine through Wilson's Disease.